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Physical computing means building interactive physical systems by the use of software

and hardware that can sense and respond to the analog world. In a broader sense,

physical computing is a creative framework for understanding human beings'

relationship to the digital world. In practical use, the term most often describes

handmade art, design or DIY hobby projects that use sensors and microcontrollers to

translate analog input to a software system, and/or control electro-mechanical devices

such as motors, servos, lighting or other hardware.
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The main learning material of this educational guide consists of the following elements:

• Analog world with digital representation
• Quantization
• Sampling
• Analog to Digital conversion
• Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO 
• Digital world in Raspberry Pi
• Analog world in Raspberry Pi
• External links for tutorials
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TOPIC 1 Analog world with digital representation

TOPIC 2 Analog to Digital conversion

TOPIC 3 GPIOs Raspberry Pi description

TOPIC 4 Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi

TOPIC 5 Tutorials and external resources
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We live in an analog world. The parameter values change constantly - distance, speed,

temperature, amount of light can take any value with almost unlimited precision and

scale. There are infinite possibilities to paint the image with colours even if we cannot

name them or even if our eye does not see the difference. Exactly the same is with other

senses like hearing – there are infinite number of tones we can or we cannot hear; or

smell or feeling. For example between two random temperature measurement we can

easily put additional value. If we are talking about time or distance or any other physical

value we always think about continuous parameters.

Analog world with digital representation (1/4)
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Since centuries people are trying to describe the nature. One of the most useful tool is to

use numbers. With digital revolution we limited ourselves by implementing the limited set

of values. Nowadays computers are not able to process infinite numbers but they are

limited to given precession. The precision might be vey high, even out of our daily

imagination, but it is always limited. In many situations the limits remains reasonable

low.

Analog world with digital representation (2/4)
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Display example:

If we are using RGB screen we are actualy using only 256 levels to describe amount of

red, green and blue color saturation. Since the numbers are not related to each other

then we can describe ‘only’ 16 777 216 different colors. If is enough for our eye to be

cheated and imagine analog representation of the given picture. Moreover, if we talk

about displays they are not working continuously in time domain. The life around us is

flowing permanently but the displays shows different static pictures i.e. 50 times a

second. Our eyes recognizes all images which changes faster than 24 Hz (changes in a

single second) as a movie.

256 x 256 x 256 = 16 777 216 

Analog world with digital representation (3/4)
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Sound example:

The early analog gramophones plays an analog sound, however with digital revolution we

accepted wav, mp3 and other digital formats which quantizes the value of sound.

Moreover the sampling in time domain is introduced.

Human hears a sound from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Higher or lower tones are not detected by

people, although sound waves exist at different frequencies. This is useful when

compressing music because we don't have to save the data we can't hear.

Analog world with digital representation (4/4)
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The quantization process is the process in which the analog value is replaced by its

digital representation.

Quantization (1/4)

Let’s take a ruler.

If we use scale with millimetre resolution we will round

the distance to millimetres even if the real value is

shorter or longer.

If we drive a car we measure the distance in kilometres

even if we can do it more precise measurement. The

same is when we try to measure the voltage, power.

light, speed and other physical parameters
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In many cases the limitation is useful and sufficient. In digital systems we store all data

in binary system therefore the most common number of level is a given power of 2, i.e.

2^10 gives 1024 levels. See other power values of power of 2.

Quantization (2/4)

2^8 256

2^10 1024

2^16 65536

2^20 1048576

2^24 16777216

2^32 4294967296
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Sample quantization is presented below in figure. The analog signal is converted to 8

values which are represented by binary representation:

111 -> 7,

110 -> 6,

101 -> 5,

100 -> 4,

011 -> 3,

010 -> 2,

001 -> 1,

000 -> 0,

Quantization (3/4)
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The more precisely you would like to measure a given value, the more states you need to

save.

1,000,000,000 states will be needed to measure 1 km of road with an accuracy of 1

micrometer. To save it in binary form you will need 2 ^ 30 states (1,073,741,824).

Modern computers are 64-bits so they can easily process numbers up to

18,446,744,073,709,551,616 but Raspberry Pi is 32 bit so it will process numbers up to

4,294,967,296.

It can be useful to check different representations of numbers, such as integers, floating

point numbers, long numbers, short numbers, etc.

Quantization (4/4)
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Parameters of physical phenomena change constantly. Time itself is continuous. We are

not able to measure and record any value in continuous manner.

Sampling (1/3)

We are able to record a change at a given time, even if the time

change is very small, but still complete and specified. In the case

of a regular watch, we have a seconds hand that only indicates

the passage of full seconds, even if there are many fractional

values between them. If we use such a device in our experiment,

we can save a given measured parameter with a given frequency

- for example, a change in speed, which can be measured every

second.
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Modern computers are working very fast and are able to compute over 10^9 cycles per

second (GHz range). However if we would like to read the physical value with this speed it

will be very difficult, complicated and expensive.

In reality much lower sampling frequencies are needed. For example for displays we

need only 50Hz (even if 25Hz is sufficient), but for sound representation we are using i.e.

44kHz (44000 changes of sound level a second).

It is worth measuring at least twice as fast as changing a given parameter. Therefore, for

the human ear that hears "only" up to 20,000 Hz, the sampling frequency should be

greater than 40,000 (44000 Hz assumed). In other case the aliasing will appear.

Sampling (2/3)



2 Sampling (3/3)

In pure sampling, we should write the analog

parameter value every set time T.

The measurement period T is the time between the

next two measurements. It is measured in units of

time, i.e. seconds, hours, days, years.

The sampling frequency is 1 / T and is expressed in

Hertz (Hz). 10 Hz means that something is changed

10 times a second.
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Analog to digital conversion consist at least of two processes - quantization and sampling

will be considered together we will be able to convert analog, continious changed value

into its Digital representation.

In electronics, analog-to-digital converters labeled ADC or A/D are used to convert the

analog signal into a digital signal

Analog to digital conversion (1/3)



2 Analog to digital conversion (2/3)
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Note that the value in digital representation are rounded to nearest value and it remains

unchanged during the sampling period. It is the main source of errors in digital systems.

There are many ways to round the numbers to better describe the analog world in digital

manner so please feel free to read the external resources.

Analog to digital conversion (3/3)
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The GPIOs used in Raspberry PI might work only digital domain. It means that an

analogue to digital converters and/or proper sensors are needed to measure the analog

signals like temperature, velocity, acceleration or other.

There are sensors which has on-board A/D converters which communicates with

Raspberry PI through protocols like I2C, UART, SPI or 1Wire (see next chapter). If you

would like to use your own analogue sensors then you need to use a A/D converter.

Analog world in Raspberry PI (1/6)
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One of AD converter is a MCP3008 IC.

It has 8 analog inputs which can be read with 10-bits resolution. It means that each

signal can be represented by 1024 values. The main advantage of this A/D converter is

its price (around 3 Euro) and huge support in Raspberry PI software.

When powered with 3.3V the measurement resolution will be 0,003 V (3 mV)

Analog world in Raspberry PI (2/6)
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It has a SPI communication protocol therefore you need to

connect the ADC pins to given GPIOs (see below)
• DGND is digital ground pin for the chip and must be connected to GND pin (P25)

• CS is the chip select pin and should be connected to CE0 or CE1 (P24 and P26)

• DIN is the data input pin from the Raspberry Pi and must be connected to MOSI (P19)

• DOUT is the data output pin and must be connected to MISO (P21)

• CLK is the clock pin and must be connected to SCLK (P23)

• AGND is the analog ground pin and must be connected to GND pin (P25)

• VREF is the analog reference voltage. Connect to VCC 3.3V. You can change it if you want to change the scale.

• VDD is the power pin for the chip and must be connected to VCC 3.3V

• CH0..CH07 are the analog inputs and might be connected to any measured signal but below the VREF value.

Analog world in Raspberry PI (3/6)



2 Analog world in Raspberry PI (4/6)

Small hole for proper IC positioning
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The ADC is can be supplied by 3.3V or 5V. According to datasheets it works with VCC in

range from 2.7 up to 5.5V

The datasheet is available here: https://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/en/MCP3008.

The sampling rate is up to 200 ksps at 5V.

The Python library for MCP3008 is available at Adafruit website:
https://learn.adafruit.com/raspberry-pi-analog-to-digital-converters/mcp3008

Analog world in Raspberry PI (5/6)

https://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/en/MCP3008
https://learn.adafruit.com/raspberry-pi-analog-to-digital-converters/mcp3008
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The sample exercise is available on https://electronicshobbyists.com/raspberry-pi-

analog-sensing-mcp3008-raspberry-pi-interfacing/

Analog world in Raspberry PI (6/6)

https://electronicshobbyists.com/raspberry-pi-analog-sensing-mcp3008-raspberry-pi-interfacing/
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GPIO stands for General Purpose Input-Output. It means that the the pins can be used as

either inputs, which receive data, or outputs, which react to data. The GPIOs are purly

digital so they can detect only low or high state, and they can be set low or high state.

Low state means the value is close to 0.0V

High state means the value is close to 3.3V

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (1/10)
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Some PINs are predefined and cannot be reprogrammed. The board is presented below:

- VCC 5V – marked red. NOTE: 5V may destroy other GPIO pins by shorting

- VCC 3.3V – marked orange – used for powering devices. Limited to 20mA.

- GND – marked black – common ground

- IOs – marked yellow – reprogrammeble input or output pins (0.0V-3.3V tolerant).

- ID EEPROM – for advanced usage

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (2/10)
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Some GPIOs has a double purpose and can be used

to connect external devices through digital protocols.

Note:

that there are two nomenclatures of naming GPIOs:

• BCM option means that you are referring to the

pins by the "Broadcom SOC channel" number

• BOARD option specifies that you are referring to

the pins by the number of the pin the the plug

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (3/10)
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In Scratch you are allowed only to check the status of the given GPIOs (if it is high) or set

the low/high state in the given GPIOs.

In Python you have full control for GPIOs. The most common library is RPi.GPIO but you

may consider using new one called gpiozero

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (4/10)
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To import module RPi.GPIO in Python you need to type:

import RPi.GPIO

but more common is to rename it to shorter name GPIO so you will find:

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

Then you need to select one nomenclature you are going to use

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD)

# or

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (5/10)
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To set up a channel as an input or an output, you must use following command:

GPIO.setup(channel, GPIO.IN)

or

GPIO.setup(channel, GPIO.OUT)

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (6/10)
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To read the value of an input channel, the following command is used:

GPIO.input(channel)

where channel is the channel number as used in setup.

It will return one of two values:

• 0, GPIO.LOW, or False (all are equivalent) if it is low

• 1, GPIO.HIGH, or True if it is at a high level.

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (7/10)
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To set the output state of a GPIO pin, call:

GPIO.output(channel, state)

where channel is the channel number and state is the desired output level:

• 0, GPIO.LOW, or False for a low value

• 1, GPIO.HIGH, or True for a high level.

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (8/10)
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It is a good practice to clean (free) the resources at the end of the programme and return

all channels back to the safe default of being inputs. This is done by calling:

• GPIO.cleanup()

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (9/10)
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Sample code for led blinking and button status reading:

#!/usr/bin/python3

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO # import Rpi.GPIO library and rename it to GPIO

import time # import time library

led = 18 # set the led to pin 18, second led pin shoud be connected to GND

switch = 31 # set the switch to pin 18, second switch pin should be connected to 3.3V

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD) # set the BOARD nomenclatutre

GPIO.setup(led, GPIO.OUT) # set the led pin (18) as output

GPIO.setup(switch, GPIO.IN) # set the switch pin (31) as input

for i in range(10): # repeat 10 times

GPIO.output(led, GPIO.HIGH) # turn on the LED

time.sleep(0.2) # wait 0.2 seconds

GPIO.output(led, GPIO.LOW) # turn off the LED

time.sleep(0.2) # wait 0.2 seconds

print('Switch status = ', GPIO.input(switch)) # read the status of the switch and print it

GPIO.cleanup() # cleanup the all GPIOs ports – return to safe default mode of being inputs

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (10/10)
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There are 4 implemented communication protocols on GPIOs of Raspberry Pi:

• SPI,

• UART,

• I2C (I2C)

• 1Wire (quite similar to I2C).

Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi (1/7)



4 Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi (2/7)

Each of protocol is slightly

different and has a different

purpose.

UART allows to connect only

one device, whereas others

allows more devices to be

connected.

SPI requires a special PIN for

device selection.



4 Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi (3/7)

Raspberry PI GPIOs pins are predifinied for given protocol
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UART is a simple, quite slow protocol which doesn’t require clock for operation. It allows

to connect only one device connected to the Raspberry PI. I2C (or I2C) is faster than

UART, but not as fast as the SPI is. The I2C allows to make a chain of many devices.

Moreover it is possible to guarantee that the signal is received (handshake). One

variation of I2C is a 1-Wire protocol which is patented by Dallas Semiconductor. It is

commonly used in many sensors (like temperature ones). It has limited bandwidth to

16kbps (up to 115,2kbps in overdrive mode).

Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi (4/7)
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The SPI is the fastest of the all above. It requires the clock synchronization which is

provided by Raspberry Pi. It allows to connect many devices but each of them need to be

selected independently by CS signal (CS stands for chip select, called also CE – chip

enables).There are by default only 2 CE outputs, but you can use other GPIOs for this

purpose.

Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi (5/7)
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All protocols available on Raspberry Pi requires rather short cabling distances up to few

meters but the shorter the cable is the more reliable communication is guaranteed. The

external noises cause the errors. Moreover the quality of connection and cable plays the

role. Faster speeds will go shorter distances.

Communication protocols on Raspberry Pi (6/7)
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Standard 

name

Transmission 

type

#signal 

wires

Data Rate & 

distance

Hardware cost More information about how to use and

configure protocol

UART asynchronous 2 20 kbps @ 

15m

Medium https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentatio

n/configuration/uart.md

SPI synchronous 4+ 

(depends on 

CS) 

20 kbps @ 

40m

low https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentatio

n/hardware/raspberrypi/spi/README.md

I2C synchronous 2 1Mbps@0.5m low https://learn.adafruit.com/adafruits-

raspberry-pi-lesson-4-gpio-

setup/configuring-i2c

1 Wire synchronous 1 16 kbps at 

100m

low https://www.raspberrypi-

spy.co.uk/2018/02/enable-1-wire-interface-

raspberry-pi/

https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/configuration/uart.md
https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/hardware/raspberrypi/spi/README.md
https://learn.adafruit.com/adafruits-raspberry-pi-lesson-4-gpio-setup/configuring-i2c
https://www.raspberrypi-spy.co.uk/2018/02/enable-1-wire-interface-raspberry-pi/
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The official Raspberry Pi website prowides easy tutorials how to connect 50 of the most

important Raspberry Pi Sensors and Components:

https://tutorials-raspberrypi.com/raspberry-pi-sensors-overview-50-important-

components/

Tutorials

EXTRA RESOURCES

https://tutorials-raspberrypi.com/raspberry-pi-sensors-overview-50-important-components/


1. Build your own physical computing blocks for the Raspberry Pi:

https://medienistik.wordpress.com/2019/01/07/build-your-own-physical-computing-

blocks-for-the-raspberry-pi/

2. Physical Computing - Scratch 2.0 for Raspberry Pi:

https://www.hackster.io/mjrobot/physical-computing-scratch-2-0-for-raspberry-pi-

2d8c0a

3. Internet of Things 101: Getting Started w/ Raspberry Pi:

https://www.pubnub.com/blog/2015-05-27-internet-of-things-101-getting-started-w-

raspberry-pi/

EXTRA RESOURCES
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APA style reference systemREFERENCES

1. Raspberry Pi GPIO: https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/usage/gpio/

2. Physical Computing with Python:

https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/physical-computing

3. Getting started with Python programming and the Raspberry Pi:

https://raspberrypihq.com/getting-started-with-python-programming-and-the-raspberry-

pi/
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Physical Computing Physical computing means building an interactive digital systems which can sense and interact 

with the analogue world. 

In practical means, the term most often describes handmade prototypes or DIY hobby projects 

that use sensors to gather the data from surrounding environment, microcontrollers to process the 

data, and/or actuators to act.. 

Sensor a device, module, machine, or subsystem whose purpose is to detect events or changes in its 

environment and send the information to other electronics. Different parameters might be 

measured like time, temperature, velocity, acceleration, humidity and other

Actuator a component of a machine that is responsible for moving and controlling a mechanism or system

Quantization it is the process of converting an input from a continuous or otherwise large set of values to a 

discrete, limited set. Mainly it is used to convert the analog value into the digital value

Sampling It is a process of reduction of a continuous-time signal to a discrete-time signal 
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